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First-person account of the bilingual author's participation in a philanthropic mission to Cuba.An
American 'Christian' philanthropic movement in yellow rental trucks fingers Mr. Plimsoll as a CIA
operative as he helps deliver used computers as 'high technology' to Cuba to embarrass the
U.S. government into ending the trade embargo, sanctions, and rumors about Cuba's Human
Rights violations (While we, US, use Cuba's Guatanamo as our center for inflicting torture?)In
this intercourse-drenched first-person account of Mark Plimsoll's BILINGUAL participation on
the tour, he describes the group's confrontations with police, little old ladies, the FBI,
professional protesters, altruists, helicopters, police, tow trucks, and U.S. Customs agents- and
in Cuba, the sexual magnetism between people with money, and people without.

"I found this testimonial biography of Luis Leal informative, engaging, and intellectually
stimulating.... [It] is an invaluable contribution to the fields of Chicano history and Chicano
literature." (Francisco Jiménez, Professor of Spanish, Santa Clara University) --This text refers to
an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.About the AuthorMario T. García is Professor of
Chicano Studies and History at the University of California, Santa Barbara. --This text refers to
an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.From the Back CoverProfessor Luis Leal is one
of the most outstanding scholars of Mexican, Latin American, and Chicano literatures and the
dean of Mexican American intellectuals in the United States. He was one of the first senior
scholars to recognize the viability and importance of Chicano literature, and, through his
perceptive literary criticism, helped to legitimize it as a worthy field of study. His contributions to
humanistic learning have brought him many honors, including Mexico's Aguila Azteca and the
United States' National Humanities Medal.In this testimonio, or oral history, Luis Leal reflects
upon his early life in Mexico, his intellectual formation at Northwestern University and the
University of Chicago, and his work and publications as a scholar at several institutions,
including the University of Illinois and the University of California, Santa Barbara. Through
insightful questions, Mario Garcia draws out the connections between literature and history that
have been a primary focus of Leal's work. He also elicits Leal's assessment of many of the
prominent writers he has known and studied, including Mariano Azuela, William Faulkner,
Octavio Paz, Carlos Fuentes, Juan Rulfo, Gabriel Garcia Marquez, Jorge Luis Borges, Tomas
Rivera, Rolando Hinojosa, Rudolfo Anaya, Elena Poniatowska, Sandra Cisneros, Richard
Rodriguez, and Ana Castillo.--This text refers to the paperback edition.Read more
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Mark Plimsoll'sHavana BallFirst-person account of Mark Plimsoll's bilingual participation in a
philanthropic mission to Cuba.Copyright InformationMark Plimsoll'sCreative nonfiction
novel,"Havana Ball"Print Version 978-0-557-13374-1The Illustrated eBook0976779595 EAN
9780976779599All text, illustrations, opinions,and other content © 2009 Mark Plimsoll, LLCAll
rights reservedPublished by Mark Plimsoll, LLCwww.markplimsoll.comUnited States of
AmericaNorthern Hemisphere of the AmericasPlanet EarthDISCLAIMERThis book represents
the author's memories and opinions regarding events, persons and personalities, situations,
actions, and motivations.As a work of Creative Nonfiction, the author sometimes uses the real
names or nicknames of some people, and at other times, invents or fictionalizes characters to
create Art in an elegant, poetic literature that conveys the human condition of the times we lived
in.If anyone believes that this work embarrasses, or causes undue concern or damage to any
parties, the author expresses regret that anyone should take these inventions so seriously, and
reiterates that the opinions contained herein serve a higher purpose than petty politics,
international or interpersonal.This is a work of opinion; the author exercises the universal and
world-wide Human Right to self-expression as outlined in the 1948 Declaration of Human
Rights, and in the United States, enjoys protection under the First Amendment.Mark
Plimsoll'sHavana BallTable of ContentsChapter 1: IntroChapter 2: Miami, 1990Chapter 3: San
Diego ConnectionChapter 4: The Cross to bearChapter 5: CubaChapter 6: Movie Star Secretary
Of StateChapter 7: Santería Watches Over YouChapter 8: Fidel's HouseChapter 9: Palacio de la
SalsaChapter 10: The BeachChapter 11: Pastors Head HomeChapter 12: Flight to and through
MexicoChapter 13: StatesideChapter 14: 'Media Advisories'Chapter 15: My Last
MeetingChapter 16: The Truth from Radio HavanaChapter 1: IntroSome nights, my right eye
cries, as if from a lost memory of one night, or one kiss that should have lasted forever,
amen.Capitalism lives inside me; it makes me say things no one should blame me for, because
most of us feel this media-induced lack of self-esteem, this insecurity that drives us into
ambitious overwork to buy things that define ourselves to others, who also feel that weight upon
our collective shoulders. We employees, couch-potato zombies that slave for the rich owners of
capital production, emulate and idolize their unbridled greed, until it victimizes us. Capitalism
makes us say socially irresponsible things no one blames us for, because Capitalism mounts us
as the spirit of a person dead to the cries of human suffering.I wanted to know how the other half
lived on a dollar a day, and the road took me into the darkest forests of the human condition. I left
Michigan's repressed culture, where people live to work and must request an official dance
permit for wedding receptions, and sought out places where people lived to dance, touch, love,
hate, work, and sweat together, clothing optional.Animals lie around and enjoy the breeze, the
clouds, or even the living room rug. I want that relaxed utopia, to make each day as memorable
as that night, that one kiss. That lasts forever, amen.--- == ( 0 ) == ---Cuba threatened Richard.
He didn't know Spanish.Sometimes he felt his lost youth inside him, to serve as an excuse for
anything he does, because his previous life mounts him like a monkey, the spirit of a dead man.
Cuba threatened middle-aged Richard, but in his male-o-pause, he felt too near dead to worry.



He looked around this room and felt transported into another reality. It made him dizzy to realize
he didn't know enough Spanish to find a bathroom.Someone told him the Cubans routinely
bugged the rooms. He remembered how he stared at their oversize murals and billboards of
military men and women celebrating the victory of a happy Communism, and laughed at the
contrast to the population of underemployed Cubans in short sleeved shirts and light cotton sack
dresses, stuffed into overloaded buses that weave through a bone of a city frozen in time, a 3-D
snapshot of an impoverished Fifties entrenched in colonial architecture.

Mark Plimsoll'sCreative nonfiction novel,"Havana Ball"Print Version 978-0-557-13374-1The
Illustrated eBook0976779595 EAN 9780976779599All text, illustrations, opinions,and other
content © 2009 Mark Plimsoll, LLCAll rights reservedPublished by Mark Plimsoll,
LLCwww.markplimsoll.comUnited States of AmericaNorthern Hemisphere of the
AmericasPlanet EarthDISCLAIMERThis book represents the author's memories and opinions
regarding events, persons and personalities, situations, actions, and motivations.As a work of
Creative Nonfiction, the author sometimes uses the real names or nicknames of some people,
and at other times, invents or fictionalizes characters to create Art in an elegant, poetic literature
that conveys the human condition of the times we lived in.If anyone believes that this work
embarrasses, or causes undue concern or damage to any parties, the author expresses regret
that anyone should take these inventions so seriously, and reiterates that the opinions contained
herein serve a higher purpose than petty politics, international or interpersonal.This is a work of
opinion; the author exercises the universal and world-wide Human Right to self-expression as
outlined in the 1948 Declaration of Human Rights, and in the United States, enjoys protection
under the First Amendment.Mark Plimsoll'sHavana BallTable of ContentsChapter 1:
IntroChapter 2: Miami, 1990Chapter 3: San Diego ConnectionChapter 4: The Cross to
bearChapter 5: CubaChapter 6: Movie Star Secretary Of StateChapter 7: Santería Watches
Over YouChapter 8: Fidel's HouseChapter 9: Palacio de la SalsaChapter 10: The BeachChapter
11: Pastors Head HomeChapter 12: Flight to and through MexicoChapter 13: StatesideChapter
14: 'Media Advisories'Chapter 15: My Last MeetingChapter 16: The Truth from Radio
HavanaChapter 1: IntroSome nights, my right eye cries, as if from a lost memory of one night, or
one kiss that should have lasted forever, amen.Capitalism lives inside me; it makes me say
things no one should blame me for, because most of us feel this media-induced lack of self-
esteem, this insecurity that drives us into ambitious overwork to buy things that define ourselves
to others, who also feel that weight upon our collective shoulders. We employees, couch-potato
zombies that slave for the rich owners of capital production, emulate and idolize their unbridled
greed, until it victimizes us. Capitalism makes us say socially irresponsible things no one blames
us for, because Capitalism mounts us as the spirit of a person dead to the cries of human
suffering.I wanted to know how the other half lived on a dollar a day, and the road took me into
the darkest forests of the human condition. I left Michigan's repressed culture, where people live
to work and must request an official dance permit for wedding receptions, and sought out places



where people lived to dance, touch, love, hate, work, and sweat together, clothing
optional.Animals lie around and enjoy the breeze, the clouds, or even the living room rug. I want
that relaxed utopia, to make each day as memorable as that night, that one kiss. That lasts
forever, amen.--- == ( 0 ) == ---Cuba threatened Richard. He didn't know Spanish.Sometimes he
felt his lost youth inside him, to serve as an excuse for anything he does, because his previous
life mounts him like a monkey, the spirit of a dead man. Cuba threatened middle-aged Richard,
but in his male-o-pause, he felt too near dead to worry. He looked around this room and felt
transported into another reality. It made him dizzy to realize he didn't know enough Spanish to
find a bathroom.Someone told him the Cubans routinely bugged the rooms. He remembered
how he stared at their oversize murals and billboards of military men and women celebrating the
victory of a happy Communism, and laughed at the contrast to the population of underemployed
Cubans in short sleeved shirts and light cotton sack dresses, stuffed into overloaded buses that
weave through a bone of a city frozen in time, a 3-D snapshot of an impoverished Fifties
entrenched in colonial architecture.Bachelor Richard personifies the non-descript middle-aged
man lured to the Caribbean Isle by the hype of a 'Sexual Paradise,' a euphemism for a travel
destination with cheap, beautiful whores of all sexual persuasions. In the Fifties, Fidel won
popular support with promises to kick out the Mafia, the gambling houses, and the sex industry,
and give Cuba back to its humbler populace, and never return to the sins of the past.Then the
fall of the Soviet Union forced the Cuban people into prostitution for the simple necessities we
take for granted, which they learned to cherish as luxuries; soap, shampoo, razors, running
water, constant electricity, etc.Richard considered Cubans drab, although rhythmic and sensual,
with abundant interpersonal warmth and affection as if to emphasize the superior humanistic
qualities of their collective political persuasion.The elevators in the hotel moved slow, when they
moved at all, the sluggishness served to train the staff to prop the elevator doors open with the
bomb-shaped ashtray holders, to make matter worse. In this, the staff proclaims their
importance over the hotel's temporary guests.Whenever Richard hit the streets, his Banana
Republic khaki shorts and day-glow orange fanny pack proclaimed him a tourist, and soon
attracted a Cuban or two, who would insinuate themselves into his company on the hope of a
free meal or a few dollars earned as a tour guide, and maybe more- a lasting and meaningful
friendship with an extra-national who might someday send gifts, something to make life more
pleasant, those luxuries of soap, razors, shampoo, etc.At best, a promise of marriage, and a
ticket off the island.Many Cubans ask foreigners to carry mail out of the country and send it on to
friends in the United States. Cuban citizens find it difficult, yet advantageous, to maintain any
outside friendships. Oblivious to the demands of the world beyond the lazy, indolent streets of
Havana, Cuban priorities reverse, with food, clothing, lodging and social needs supplied even
though sub-standard, in the eyes of a Westernized, consumer-oriented citizen. They work, yet
rarely experience the luxuries of life that Capitalists regard as necessities, all the little things we
do to 'pay ourselves first,' a movie, a new shirt, an evening out, restaurant dining, a massage, a
trip to the beach, a bubble bath prelude to reading a book from an internationally-respected



controversial author or even a silly romance author, a new set of wheels, an evening with snacks
and rented videos, or most important, a boat.--- == ( 0 ) == ---Almost nine o'clock, and Richard
felt hungry again. Of course Richard knew some Cuban would latch on to him. Lately he took it
as a challenge to get rid of the undesirable without rudeness, to maintain his self-image as a
polite, unassuming man, barely over the self-flagellation that afflicts the recently divorced. If he
finds a woman, good. If a Cubana finds him attractive, they approach without shyness. He
fantasizes about each attractive Cuban girl as someone he might marry, a younger girl to bear
him children, a captive he could rescue from communism. And as her knight in armor, "her
Principe Azul" or the Blue Prince (translated literally from Spanish), he would accept her promise
to worship him for the rest of his days to return the favor of extracting her from the island.He
wanted to meet, marry, and leave with a Cuban wife, though he heard many people married to
Cubans live separated for years, unsuccessful in their attempts to extricate their loved ones
legally.If Richard knew how to pilot a boat, or fly a plane, prospects would line up with full
makeup on either sex.Over these ten days on the island, the childless Richard entertained
thoughts common to those seduced by the flesh trade, excused and redeemed in his mind by
noble urges to procreate. In fact, he defended himself and his motives on the grounds that
anything that ran counter to the natural processes of courtship and family ran afoul of God's law,
and human rights, therefore an abomination, a sin, the essence of evil, an invitation to
chaos.The doorman, more of a guard, rarely offered to open the door as he said goodnight to
guests on their way out. Richard rounded the corner and stepped into the flow of people on the
Vedado's main drag. The twilight highlighted the gray city in orange and rose.Already a group of
three young men called out to get his attention."Ola! Canada?""Bon jour, mi amour!""Where are
you from?""Hey, Italiano! "He ignored the voices and walked on,--- == ( 0 ) == ---Los Angeles,
1980:

Then the fall of the Soviet Union forced the Cuban people into prostitution for the simple
necessities we take for granted, which they learned to cherish as luxuries; soap, shampoo,
razors, running water, constant electricity, etc.Richard considered Cubans drab, although
rhythmic and sensual, with abundant interpersonal warmth and affection as if to emphasize the
superior humanistic qualities of their collective political persuasion.The elevators in the hotel
moved slow, when they moved at all, the sluggishness served to train the staff to prop the
elevator doors open with the bomb-shaped ashtray holders, to make matter worse. In this, the
staff proclaims their importance over the hotel's temporary guests.Whenever Richard hit the
streets, his Banana Republic khaki shorts and day-glow orange fanny pack proclaimed him a
tourist, and soon attracted a Cuban or two, who would insinuate themselves into his company on
the hope of a free meal or a few dollars earned as a tour guide, and maybe more- a lasting and
meaningful friendship with an extra-national who might someday send gifts, something to make
life more pleasant, those luxuries of soap, razors, shampoo, etc.At best, a promise of marriage,
and a ticket off the island.Many Cubans ask foreigners to carry mail out of the country and send



it on to friends in the United States. Cuban citizens find it difficult, yet advantageous, to maintain
any outside friendships. Oblivious to the demands of the world beyond the lazy, indolent streets
of Havana, Cuban priorities reverse, with food, clothing, lodging and social needs supplied even
though sub-standard, in the eyes of a Westernized, consumer-oriented citizen. They work, yet
rarely experience the luxuries of life that Capitalists regard as necessities, all the little things we
do to 'pay ourselves first,' a movie, a new shirt, an evening out, restaurant dining, a massage, a
trip to the beach, a bubble bath prelude to reading a book from an internationally-respected
controversial author or even a silly romance author, a new set of wheels, an evening with snacks
and rented videos, or most important, a boat.--- == ( 0 ) == ---Almost nine o'clock, and Richard
felt hungry again. Of course Richard knew some Cuban would latch on to him. Lately he took it
as a challenge to get rid of the undesirable without rudeness, to maintain his self-image as a
polite, unassuming man, barely over the self-flagellation that afflicts the recently divorced. If he
finds a woman, good. If a Cubana finds him attractive, they approach without shyness. He
fantasizes about each attractive Cuban girl as someone he might marry, a younger girl to bear
him children, a captive he could rescue from communism. And as her knight in armor, "her
Principe Azul" or the Blue Prince (translated literally from Spanish), he would accept her promise
to worship him for the rest of his days to return the favor of extracting her from the island.He
wanted to meet, marry, and leave with a Cuban wife, though he heard many people married to
Cubans live separated for years, unsuccessful in their attempts to extricate their loved ones
legally.If Richard knew how to pilot a boat, or fly a plane, prospects would line up with full
makeup on either sex.Over these ten days on the island, the childless Richard entertained
thoughts common to those seduced by the flesh trade, excused and redeemed in his mind by
noble urges to procreate. In fact, he defended himself and his motives on the grounds that
anything that ran counter to the natural processes of courtship and family ran afoul of God's law,
and human rights, therefore an abomination, a sin, the essence of evil, an invitation to
chaos.The doorman, more of a guard, rarely offered to open the door as he said goodnight to
guests on their way out. Richard rounded the corner and stepped into the flow of people on the
Vedado's main drag. The twilight highlighted the gray city in orange and rose.Already a group of
three young men called out to get his attention."Ola! Canada?""Bon jour, mi amour!""Where are
you from?""Hey, Italiano! "He ignored the voices and walked on,--- == ( 0 ) == ---Los Angeles,
1980:In the elevator of the hospital where I work, they dance around their captive- me. They slide
their mop buckets across the floor to threaten me with a laugh, these two very large black
women dressed in powder blue maintenance uniforms of mid-thigh skirts and baseball caps.
They sing and beat out rhythms, laugh and threaten me with their ample hips, until the elevator
slows to a stop. They pose together with mops, American gothic, as the door slides open. I ask
"Where do you two come from?""Cuba!" They shout as they exit the elevator, put noses in the air
and exaggerate the swaggle of their bounteous, bodacious booty,Fidel Castro, the world's most
visible underdog, rules an island kingdom 90 miles from epicenter of Latin America's New World
Order in Miami. The Cuban people reap the benefits of a "more fair" society, while the people



within the United States easily spiral into war, racism, intolerance, and marginalization and do
not notice the erosion of their human rights and civil liberties. Americans hope for a better future
and don't recognize decades of evidence that suggest a super class manipulates the perfect
illusion of democracy that masks unbridled consumerism within a plastic economy of credit to
ensure auto sales and oil consumption.1996: What does it mean to call bunch of used
computers a "Friendshipment" to Cuba?The innocent newcomers to this movement each
shelled out over a grand, $1,125 in their own cash, or with anonymous monies donated through
the agency of a 'Cuban Solidarity Group.' This moniker capitalizes on a word made warm and
fuzzy by Lech Walesa, who used it to liberate "Communist Poland" from Russia. These
Americans and Canadians, with distinct political philosophies and agendas, joined up with a
quasi-religious ecumenical organization called Pastors for Peace, which employs one lone
'Pastor.'The altruists among these people want to use their energies for the betterment of our
world. They want a noble cause, to earn the respect of friends who would also support the
underdog, if the truth be known about our government's international bullying, and covert
attempts at assassination all in hopes of inciting a Cuban revolution.Others, and not only males,
see Cuba as a place to seek sex, love, or other illicit adventure through safe, long-distance and
impossible relationships of political impropriety.Dictators easily rule where people blindly follow,
especially if 'democratically' elected.The best leaders motivate people by identifying a common
enemy, to promote the common good.So do the worst."Havana Ball" offers anecdotal evidence
that humans create alliances to war against common enemies, but cannot seem to cooperate to
achieve a common good.Chapter 2: Miami, 1990The powerful Cuban-American 'exiled'
community becomes the majority; 53% of the population of Miami Cubans vote along ethnic
lines to elect a female Cuban-American, Eliana Ross Lehtinen, to sit in the congressional seat
left vacant by Claude Pepper's death.Miami Cubans fantasize about Holy crusades of
repossession of their ancestral homeland, a return to the island whose original inhabitants their
ancestors exterminated, to recapture the family's ancestral homelands, estates and properties
whether legally owned or not. Each Miami Cuban claims their ancestors owned huge plantations
through heroic and epic efforts, and may even brag about a 'benign' slavery. Cuban
acquaintances may claim recent descent from a powerful family whose influence once sprawled
across the majority of the island nation.In Miami, they register their lost properties with the plan
to repossess their real estate when Fidel Castro falls from power. The long-winded pontificating
Pope of anti-Americanism Spanish has broadcasted himself around the world for more than a
half-century by shortwave radio. Because much of what he says rings of truth, straight talk from
the vantage point of a non-citizen of the United States, he earns international respect and
continues to rule in a state of grace as if God will let him rule until he, Fidel, decides to relinquish
his mortal coil.The original expatriate Cubans, mostly upper-middle class whites in a youthful
middle age, resettled in America with a rumored nine billion dollars of American taxpayer monies
as aid. They now congratulate themselves as quintessential American success stories, brilliant
examples of the American Dream.They also underplay their family's ties to Havana as a Mafia-



infested den of iniquities that infected the mainland of the United States. Meyer Lansky left
Havana and became principle architect of Las Vegas by way of Atlantic City, and gilded the link
between money and guns with the glamour of show business and Hollywood. This created an
idyllic mythic illusion of fun-loving wealth available to the commoners, affluence through
gambling, which became an 'export' of consumerism to spread around the world. Those
expatriate Cuban interests rubbed shoulders with the rich and powerful, and made strange
political bedfellows to manipulate middle-American opinion towards recognition of a demonized
Fidel Castro as the figurehead of "Communist Expansion" in the American hemisphere.Miami's
expatriate Cuban community served our government in many nefarious ways to repay the
promise of an unending embargo against the people of Cuba, a policy designed to make life so
difficult on the island it would inspire a popular revolt against Fidel. The 'exiled' Miami Cubans'
paramilitary armies failed at the Bay of Pigs invasion, and over the years, worked for the United
States government as covert Spanish-speaking mercenaries throughout Central America. Some
carried out small clandestine domestic jobs such as the Watergate Break-In to steal documents
out of the hotel-room nerve center of the Democratic Party.Many Cubans today recall, with pride,
their involvement with many a bad job done well.They lionize the amoral success stories; made
a hero of a man who put bombs aboard airplanes, recall with glee the exploits of bank
presidents who invented their own past to embezzle and disappear, claim relatives who live
incognito somewhere in Mexico because of some drug deal of astronomical proportions gone
sour.In Miami, one recent immigrant from Peru, the young niece of an ex-President of Uraguay,
works as a housecleaner and tells me she feels certain that on her last two office-cleaning jobs,
she worked for successful Cuban criminals.Miami diners on the Tamiami Trail stay open all night
to serve overweight white men, with salt-and-pepper hair, sandwiches called medianoches,
'Middle of the Night,' an inch and a half of cold ham or beef between two slices of dry white
bread.Even as their world changes (banks no longer accept brown paper bags full of cash
through the back door, and the pawn shops must close at night), they protect their own; a jury
frees the Cuban police officer caught on video as he shot two innocent young black men off their
small motorbike, an incident that created riots in four communities. This verdict becomes fodder
for telecasters to report more talk of riots in the black communities.The Cuban-American version
of Hispanic anarchism obscures amorality with almost no sense of aesthetics. The "exiled
Cuban community" coerces the FBI to confiscate paintings from a local Cuban art museum,
because the artists still live in Cuba.These white ruling-class Cubans enjoy their 'political exile' in
Miami, though they lost their casino and prostitution empire in Havana. Not Americans, in the
ideal sense of people who respect equality and believe in a Lone-ranger version of a
meritocracy that exists in a democracy of openness and transparency, the purest of low-class
Utopian illusions.At the heart of the Miami Cuban expatriate community exists a profound and
distinct vision of an ideal reality, one steeped in Hispanic family privilege, where personal
connections allows anarchy to prevail. Women serve men and remain marginalized and silly, and
the most amoral of Type-A personalities deserve the greatest respect.One local Miami Cuban-



American television newscaster, forced to leave Miami (exiled to Houston for a time) because of
surreptitiously taped conversations with a well-known unsavory local character, spoke aloud the
impasse between Cubans and Americans.He excused himself, on camera, by saying that his
public meal with a notorious malodorous character merely symptomatic of Miami's gregarious
and multi-facetted community. "It wasn't as if we were from Wisconsin, you know."At least he
appreciates the self-righteous idealism and moral indignation of that Nordic and Lutheran
population. Like perhaps nowhere else in America, those pioneer roots, swollen full on the corn
and cheese of America's heartland, nourish a deep love of propriety demonstrated in annual
battles to separate church and state by keeping nativity scenes off the courthouse lawns. In their
heated spiritual and political debates around the dinner tables, every participant espouses
opinions anointed from above and marinated in fermented hops.Upon a full appreciation of
Cuban amorality, a self-respecting Yankee's sarcastic skepticism would morph from tacit
disapproval to open-mouthed incredulity.In contrast to the stereotypic Miami's Cubans similarity
to white Italians, contemporary documentaries filmed in Cuba reveal a population of the
descendants of African slaves. This immigrant population of Cuba's underclass most often
shows up in occasional news-clips about a few sacrificial chickens under blood-splattered trees
in the State Parks around Miami, or even a slaughtered goat in a middle class suburban
backyard.

"Cuba!" They shout as they exit the elevator, put noses in the air and exaggerate the swaggle of
their bounteous, bodacious booty,Fidel Castro, the world's most visible underdog, rules an
island kingdom 90 miles from epicenter of Latin America's New World Order in Miami. The
Cuban people reap the benefits of a "more fair" society, while the people within the United States
easily spiral into war, racism, intolerance, and marginalization and do not notice the erosion of
their human rights and civil liberties. Americans hope for a better future and don't recognize
decades of evidence that suggest a super class manipulates the perfect illusion of democracy
that masks unbridled consumerism within a plastic economy of credit to ensure auto sales and
oil consumption.1996: What does it mean to call bunch of used computers a "Friendshipment" to
Cuba?The innocent newcomers to this movement each shelled out over a grand, $1,125 in their
own cash, or with anonymous monies donated through the agency of a 'Cuban Solidarity
Group.' This moniker capitalizes on a word made warm and fuzzy by Lech Walesa, who used it
to liberate "Communist Poland" from Russia. These Americans and Canadians, with distinct
political philosophies and agendas, joined up with a quasi-religious ecumenical organization
called Pastors for Peace, which employs one lone 'Pastor.'The altruists among these people
want to use their energies for the betterment of our world. They want a noble cause, to earn the
respect of friends who would also support the underdog, if the truth be known about our
government's international bullying, and covert attempts at assassination all in hopes of inciting
a Cuban revolution.Others, and not only males, see Cuba as a place to seek sex, love, or other
illicit adventure through safe, long-distance and impossible relationships of political



impropriety.Dictators easily rule where people blindly follow, especially if 'democratically'
elected.The best leaders motivate people by identifying a common enemy, to promote the
common good.So do the worst."Havana Ball" offers anecdotal evidence that humans create
alliances to war against common enemies, but cannot seem to cooperate to achieve a common
good.Chapter 2: Miami, 1990The powerful Cuban-American 'exiled' community becomes the
majority; 53% of the population of Miami Cubans vote along ethnic lines to elect a female Cuban-
American, Eliana Ross Lehtinen, to sit in the congressional seat left vacant by Claude Pepper's
death.Miami Cubans fantasize about Holy crusades of repossession of their ancestral
homeland, a return to the island whose original inhabitants their ancestors exterminated, to
recapture the family's ancestral homelands, estates and properties whether legally owned or
not. Each Miami Cuban claims their ancestors owned huge plantations through heroic and epic
efforts, and may even brag about a 'benign' slavery. Cuban acquaintances may claim recent
descent from a powerful family whose influence once sprawled across the majority of the island
nation.In Miami, they register their lost properties with the plan to repossess their real estate
when Fidel Castro falls from power. The long-winded pontificating Pope of anti-Americanism
Spanish has broadcasted himself around the world for more than a half-century by shortwave
radio. Because much of what he says rings of truth, straight talk from the vantage point of a non-
citizen of the United States, he earns international respect and continues to rule in a state of
grace as if God will let him rule until he, Fidel, decides to relinquish his mortal coil.The original
expatriate Cubans, mostly upper-middle class whites in a youthful middle age, resettled in
America with a rumored nine billion dollars of American taxpayer monies as aid. They now
congratulate themselves as quintessential American success stories, brilliant examples of the
American Dream.They also underplay their family's ties to Havana as a Mafia-infested den of
iniquities that infected the mainland of the United States. Meyer Lansky left Havana and became
principle architect of Las Vegas by way of Atlantic City, and gilded the link between money and
guns with the glamour of show business and Hollywood. This created an idyllic mythic illusion of
fun-loving wealth available to the commoners, affluence through gambling, which became an
'export' of consumerism to spread around the world. Those expatriate Cuban interests rubbed
shoulders with the rich and powerful, and made strange political bedfellows to manipulate
middle-American opinion towards recognition of a demonized Fidel Castro as the figurehead of
"Communist Expansion" in the American hemisphere.Miami's expatriate Cuban community
served our government in many nefarious ways to repay the promise of an unending embargo
against the people of Cuba, a policy designed to make life so difficult on the island it would
inspire a popular revolt against Fidel. The 'exiled' Miami Cubans' paramilitary armies failed at the
Bay of Pigs invasion, and over the years, worked for the United States government as covert
Spanish-speaking mercenaries throughout Central America. Some carried out small clandestine
domestic jobs such as the Watergate Break-In to steal documents out of the hotel-room nerve
center of the Democratic Party.Many Cubans today recall, with pride, their involvement with
many a bad job done well.They lionize the amoral success stories; made a hero of a man who



put bombs aboard airplanes, recall with glee the exploits of bank presidents who invented their
own past to embezzle and disappear, claim relatives who live incognito somewhere in Mexico
because of some drug deal of astronomical proportions gone sour.In Miami, one recent
immigrant from Peru, the young niece of an ex-President of Uraguay, works as a housecleaner
and tells me she feels certain that on her last two office-cleaning jobs, she worked for successful
Cuban criminals.Miami diners on the Tamiami Trail stay open all night to serve overweight white
men, with salt-and-pepper hair, sandwiches called medianoches, 'Middle of the Night,' an inch
and a half of cold ham or beef between two slices of dry white bread.Even as their world
changes (banks no longer accept brown paper bags full of cash through the back door, and the
pawn shops must close at night), they protect their own; a jury frees the Cuban police officer
caught on video as he shot two innocent young black men off their small motorbike, an incident
that created riots in four communities. This verdict becomes fodder for telecasters to report more
talk of riots in the black communities.The Cuban-American version of Hispanic anarchism
obscures amorality with almost no sense of aesthetics. The "exiled Cuban community" coerces
the FBI to confiscate paintings from a local Cuban art museum, because the artists still live in
Cuba.These white ruling-class Cubans enjoy their 'political exile' in Miami, though they lost their
casino and prostitution empire in Havana. Not Americans, in the ideal sense of people who
respect equality and believe in a Lone-ranger version of a meritocracy that exists in a democracy
of openness and transparency, the purest of low-class Utopian illusions.At the heart of the Miami
Cuban expatriate community exists a profound and distinct vision of an ideal reality, one steeped
in Hispanic family privilege, where personal connections allows anarchy to prevail. Women serve
men and remain marginalized and silly, and the most amoral of Type-A personalities deserve the
greatest respect.One local Miami Cuban-American television newscaster, forced to leave Miami
(exiled to Houston for a time) because of surreptitiously taped conversations with a well-known
unsavory local character, spoke aloud the impasse between Cubans and Americans.He
excused himself, on camera, by saying that his public meal with a notorious malodorous
character merely symptomatic of Miami's gregarious and multi-facetted community. "It wasn't as
if we were from Wisconsin, you know."At least he appreciates the self-righteous idealism and
moral indignation of that Nordic and Lutheran population. Like perhaps nowhere else in
America, those pioneer roots, swollen full on the corn and cheese of America's heartland,
nourish a deep love of propriety demonstrated in annual battles to separate church and state by
keeping nativity scenes off the courthouse lawns. In their heated spiritual and political debates
around the dinner tables, every participant espouses opinions anointed from above and
marinated in fermented hops.Upon a full appreciation of Cuban amorality, a self-respecting
Yankee's sarcastic skepticism would morph from tacit disapproval to open-mouthed incredulity.In
contrast to the stereotypic Miami's Cubans similarity to white Italians, contemporary
documentaries filmed in Cuba reveal a population of the descendants of African slaves. This
immigrant population of Cuba's underclass most often shows up in occasional news-clips about
a few sacrificial chickens under blood-splattered trees in the State Parks around Miami, or even



a slaughtered goat in a middle class suburban backyard.The type of person that ran Havana
throughout those years of repression, these upper-class expatriate 'white' Cubans, my
neighbors, can easily afford memberships in urban country clubs with six-digit annual dues. I
worked a couple of their parties as a lifeguard, and saw the beer-swilling, overweight host party
with friends in white T-shirts and black sunglasses, as their children swim in Olympian pools.
They smile to each other as young disk-jockeys spin bilingual hip-hop songs about drugs, blow
jobs, and machine guns.Soon after my return from Cuba, I combed the internet to seek out other
American male tourists familiar with Cuba. In chat rooms and emails, we discussed personal
experiences. Some allowed me to record our phone calls, and after many conversations to fill in
the details, I hope the reader enjoys what follows as a fiction that closely resembles several
individual's experiences. I changed names, descriptions, dates, places, events, and actions, and
any other facts that might compromise the identity of the individuals involved, to protect others
from both guilt by association, and the embarrassment of innocent participation. Consider these
aspects of this account a parable, a warning, a graphic description of reality meant to enlighten,
and with luck, make the future a safer and better place for all our children.As with most attempts
to describe the multitude of realities that comprise Cuba, this probably lands within 90 miles of
the truth.Chapter 3: San Diego ConnectionNineteen-ninety-five, California, summer in uptown
San Diego's Balboa Park. A wizened, ancient man, with hearing aids the size of radar detectors,
educates people about the U.S. trade embargo with Cuba and encourages them to take one of
the pamphlets spread out on a small folding table.I sign the petition, and hope my signature
helps to convince our government that the embargo solidifies the island Cuban's support for
Fidel, for it gives the island Cubans a common enemy. To the rest of Latin America and the
world, as evidenced by the votes in the UN General Assembly of 101 to 2 for an end to the
embargo, this becomes another blatant example of the Colossus of the North's Imperialistic
muscle, and to no effect other than to aggrandize the island's heroic underdog status.One day,
in my mailbox, I find an offer from a group in New York. "Go to Cuba with an official Visa," as long
as you work as a professional such as a Doctor or Nurse, Educator, or Journalist.I call the phone
number of the local Cuban support group, and talk with an elderly gentleman, hard of hearing.
After we shout at each other for a while, he suggests that I go to Cuba with a group that will leave
in three weeks. Perfect timing. I'm unemployed, so I call the local Cuban Friendship Committee
and discover spaces available on the chartered plane."And you won't get a Cuban Visa stamped
in your the United States Government passport."They plan to donate American computers and
peripherals to the Martin Luther King Center in Havana, for installation in the medical network of
Cuba. As a professional computer technician, this looks like a sign from a higher power. I can
join a project both idealistic and useful! I can help make the world a better place with the
"Pastors for Peace" caravan to Cuba, which they call a 'Friendshipment.'I signed up, in spite of
my true self. I held myself to be an artistic skeptic and recreational non-believer, an amateur
scientist of creationism who unsteadily proposes female choice as the engine of Darwinian
evolution through unnatural selection, one whose preferred quality of life includes snorkel, fins,



and hot dry weather, a sentient human whose intellectual Anglo-Saxon instincts distrust most
forms of altruism and sees non-profit activities as an undercurrent of money solicited from even
those who instigate sometimes lethal and often hideous actions with atrocious consequences
that echo for decades around the world.I joined a movement of romantic individuals, a
camaraderie of tiny middle-class heroes who want to commit money and time to lash out at the
gigantic gossamer windmills of global oppression and greed, a society of mutual aid for those
who shuffle down the road of the human race, our suburban smiles ready to express a new-age
puritan humanitarian brotherhood beaming with altruism to our species as a whole, noble,
colorblind, and linguistically transparent.I basked in the new sensation of sharing a noble cause,
delivering technological progress by helping to introduce computers into the Cuban medical
system.For my attendance at the first meeting, I park a discreet distance away, as instructed, so
as not to "interfere with the neighbors."Inside, the small, private group conversations center on
people who share their wonderful experiences in Cuba. One gentleman married a school
teacher there, and relates how the U.S. government policies make it difficult to get permission
from the Cuban government for her to leave the country. Another young man returned with his
wife and ten year old son from two weeks bicycling around Cuba. He tells me that after the fall of
the Soviet Union, Fidel saw his economic support disappear. They faced severe oil shortages,
so Cuba bought 700,000 bicycles from China. I yearn to see a culture that makes use of the
bicycle, instead of gasoline or the bogus promise of electric cars that use the same amount of
energy to carry a thousand pounds of jewelry (the car) with us, where ever we go. He estimates
his three member family spent about $600 on their 14 day stay. I keep my mouth shut, but feel
wary of well-off American travelers who go to a third-world country full of needy people and
bargain their way around on local charity and hospitality.I've done that, and felt guilty.The point-
man here in San Diego for Pastors for Peace, Jim Clifford, asks me if I speak Spanish, and when
he hears I do, suggests I might enjoy Cuba on my own. He dresses casual, rumpled safari-chic,
close-cropped hair and beard. He stands arms crossed, bright-eyed and earnest, a Kentucky
boy who smiles while he imparts detailed information about the Miami Cubans. He thinks their
danger to Cuba lessened by divisions among the community and the pragmatism of the modern
Cuban-exile's children, now acculturated as 'Latino' American youth.I expect them to hand out
some explanatory literature, a statement of purpose, membership pamphlets, the bylaws, etc.
They don't. We mill about, most of us dressed casual. Several of the core members appear to
enjoy a deep and permanent retirement. The informal meeting, led by a young and
inexperienced Latina college girl, consists of the logistics of food committees for a couple of
public functions, and a heads-up about the care and feeding of the 200 expected 'caravanistas'
from around North America who will converge upon San Diego.Three young people get
introduced as sponsored by local fundraising. The group tries to think of new ways to raise
$1,100, the price of a seat on a chartered plane to Havana and hotel lodgings for a week for
each member the group, the 'caravan.' Rumors fly about how the Cubans will treat us like
heroes; they will give us a government escort in Cuba, and perhaps arrange for a hug from Fidel,



El Maximo Lider himself.For days later, he spokesperson on the phone from the home office in
Minneapolis sounds overjoyed to hear that I want to go. They call several times a day for the first
couple of days. The San Diego local group sends me two applications, one for me and one for
my significant other. The Minnesota office mails me another.I take their constant attention to
mean that they can't fill the seventy seats on the chartered plane, and wonder, like Butch
Cassidy and the Sundance Kid, 'Who are these guys?' I ask them to send me biographical
information on the leader of Pastors for Peace, the Reverend Lucius Walker, to help in my
volunteer task of creating press releases for the local events.Information culled from their own
press releases, from the Pastors for Peace offices in New York or Minnesota, included the line
"The United Nation's Special Projects and the Pan American Health Organization also provided
funds to the co-sponsors of the Caravan, the San Francisco based group INFOMED" which our
local media experts crossed out and scrawled 'Not true.' So I asked the home office, and get a
confused reply about the UN funds went to INFOMED in Cuba, not the same as the San
Francisco group.The application consists of a brief survey to determine who qualifies to join the
caravan as a driver (who in Southern California isn't a driver?) and a Release to sign in front of a
Notary, a promise not to hold Pastors for Peace responsible for anything, including:Lodging
without running water or toilets, Differences in climate, diet, living conditions, or water quality,
Access (or lack of it) to medical care or quality of care, Permission for staff to designate health
care providers in case I become incapacitated, Any and all travel arrangements once I leave the
group, The decisions of Mexicans and Cubans which concern their country.The next two points,
quoted verbatim but underlined for emphasis now, escaped me when I first read them, probably
because I find them immoral."#9. It is my responsibility to cooperate fully with the staff,
leadership and advisory board of Pastors for Peace;"#10. I understand that many of the
decisions during the trip will be made by a steering committee comprised of representative
selected and/or appointed by the drivers of the caravan, including myself, or by IFCO staff
members. I understand that, due to time constraints and the difficulties of the trip, I will not be
consulted on many of the decisions made during the trip. I agree to abide by the decisions of the
steering committee and IFCO staff."In retrospect, I agreed to become a mindless follower of an
organization whose agenda I do not know.The IFCO staff commit us to two illegal acts,
categorized as civil disobedience; to refuse to seek a licensee for the donated 'humanitarian aid'
computers, and to refuse to get travel visas often awarded to reporters, researchers, students,
academicians, or other 'humanitarian missions.' The laws we break with this trip to Cuba remain
minimal, however, if once there we do not spend U.S. dollars in the Cuban economy. If we do
inject U.S. dollars, we risk a $250,000 fine and ten years in jail. The U.S. government to date
(1998) prosecuted one case, a sport-fishing guide from Texas.In the Bard's Hall dining room, a
tall, gangly man corners me to ask if I go to Cuba with the Pastors. He carries a bulky package to
send with us to Cuba, but I don't know the official policy of the group on such things. Do we
succumb to paranoia about sealed packages, which might contain embarrassing items planted
by the agents of our own CIA to sabotage the caravan?As if on queue, the Reverend Lucius



Walker walks by. He appears middle-aged, a black man with a slight paunch, well preserved in
his sixties. He moves unhurried through the adulatory crowd, and drags along a small entourage.
He keeps his right hand on his waistcoat, like George Washington or Napoleon. I get his
attention, and ask if people send packages with us to Cuba. Others distract him, and his
mumbled non-answer sounds like sleep talk.After the cafeteria-style, more or less vegetarian
meal, I felt ready for the speeches. We heard several speakers, the most memorable from a
gentleman who represented the American Friends Service Committee. He sounded genuine,
and got worked up and emotional in his talks about the injustices that our U.S. Government
inflicts on innocent people around the world.I hoped Rev. Lucius Walker would inspire me. His
speech leaves me cold. I wondered if I missed something. His delivery lacked the expected
impassioned gravel-voiced gospel and gesticulations of Afro-American culture made uniquely
American by perennial Presidential candidate Jesse Jackson. Lucius Walker's calm delivery
depends upon a resonation within the listener, a common vibration of credo and ideology. I
lacked indoctrination, I decide.The message feels schizophrenic. Lucius tells us about Cuba's
medical system, the best in Latin America, free to all its citizens. Then he says the blockade
wages war against the children of Cuba. He sidesteps the fundamental question of why we
pursue a blockade against Cuba by an allusion that the U.S. Government feels embarrassed by
Cuba's successful example of social services. "In fact," he says, "the infant mortality rate is about
the same as in the United States, and much better than that of our inner cities." But the poster on
the podium, which I helped create a few days before, screamed out in wide black Magic Marker
strokes "US Policy is Harmful to Children in Cuba."So which is it? Does the blockade destroy the
youth of Cuba, despite statistics that they represent the healthiest and safest youngsters in Latin
America? Should we believe that Cubans will enjoy the best medical care on the planet as soon
as we end this pesky blockade?I want to feel impressed, convinced, swayed, and bent to the
winds of an irresistible force of reasoned ideology and impassioned outrage against injustice.
Instead, I hear the snores of a mutual admiration society's harmonic breathing, with the phrase
'International Monetary Fund' thrown in for intellectual appeal.At the end of his speech, instead
of a religious hymn or a soft, earnest song like 'We shall Overcome,' people chant, in Spanish,
the militaristic Socialist slogan "A people united will never be defeated!" I wondered why people
who don't speak much Spanish chant in Spanish to this group of mystified new members.I learn
Pastors for Peace functions as a branch of something called IFCO, (Interreligious Foundation for
Community Organization). This would echo later, in Cuba, the land of organized communities.
Mr. Lucius Walker's official biography sheet from the home office lists his associations and
accomplishments as follows:Before 1967- founded Northcott Neighborhood House, Milwaukee,
WI for 6 years1967-73 founding director of IFCO1973-78 Assoc. General Secretary of National
Council of Churches1979 Returned to IFCO1984 Pastor of Salvation Baptist Church in Brooklyn,
NY dedicated to "social gospel"And, perhaps most telling, we learn that"In 1988 Rev. Walker
was shot and wounded in a terrorist attack on innocent civilians by Nicaraguan contras as he led
an IFCO study delegation along the Nicaraguan coast. In response to the attack Rev. Walker



conceived of the Pastors for Peace Material Aid Caravans as a way to assist the victims of U.S.
foreign policy. Pastors for Peace has delivered caravans to Nicaragua, El Salvador, Guatemala,
Cuba and Chiapas, Mexico. The Cuba caravans, or 'Friendshipments,' have served as a
challenge to the immorality and illegality of the U.S. government's blockade of Cuba."
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